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About This Game

Gemstone Keeper is a twin stick shooter where avid explorers go down into the Cistershire Caverns, a large, dangerous and
mysterious set of caves and caverns that are filled with vast amounts of rare and valuable gemstones. This game combines the

quick and reactionary feel of a shooter with the exploration and decision making of classic roguelikes.

Using an ASCII art aesthetic in its purest form, all visual assets are produced from a single text font file, software rendering and
visual effects. The weapon and bullet system is fully interchangeable, over 150 gemstones to collect, several creatures and
bosses, different game modes and a soundtrack that echoes through the open spaces in-between the rocky walls. Gemstone

Keeper is the shooter that is both fun and eerie.
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finders keepers gemstone panning. gemstone keeper

this game has got allot of charm to it 10/10

good
life feels more managable after this
I'm the devil

bad
I now want to marry a leo girl
good ♥♥♥♥♥ needs to be on a leash though. It's ok I guess. Look, I for one thought SSJ Sun Jian was kinda badass looking.
Realism be damned.

The outfits from DW 6 had their pros and cons, but me having played DW 6 Empires religiously years ago I couldn't help
rekindle their former bombastic glory. For $2.99 I didn't feel cheated in acquiring so many outfit changes for officers, so as far
as price points go I felt this was fair enough.

Worth a look-see if you yearn for more alternate outfits for the unique officers for a relatively cheap buy-in price. No gameplay
changes present here, but having this degree of customization is to be appreciated.. Wow - finally a fresh VR experince which is
truely immersive! You have to like to maintain a space ship on its travel through space - pretty cool graphics of the various ship
rooms and the drones. You spend some time repairing stuff and some time looking for resources - I have only played for an
hour so will update after a while - but what I have seen so far is really impressive. A better re-arrangement on story and puzzle
would make it better....... This OST is absolute bananas, 99\/99. This is a super relaxing and adorable wee game where you
create the perfect biomes for your animal populations to thrive.

I would reaaaalllly like a sandbox version where everything is unlocked from the get go. But I have no complaints with the
normal play mode.. You run around town breaking into buildings and licking everything. So basically just any normal day for
me.
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This game surelly is quite fun, and predictable.

The game in gameplay style will remember you of those
old platformer games, where enemies have different ai for their
types and different ways of dealing with, the boss fights are
most likelly somewhat of a bullet hell, where you have to dodge
the projectiles they shoot while dealing massive damage per second to it,
but the game is still somewhat fun, but the major problem with the game, is the music.
It is boring, and unfitting for both the game, the art style and the situation.

The music is calm on almost every stage, which degrades the gameplay slowly
alongside making you fell sleepy after playing for too long. But at least is bearable.

If you are looking for a game just to have some fun, you may get this during this sale,
because I'm not sure if I would buy this game with it's full price.. Nice and cool game. Really challenging. As a rpg fans i love it.
The combination of puzzle and story are really good. But the control can be much better. But overall this game is really good.
Great sound too. If you like rpg and mistery you should buy and play this game.. I have played through this twice. The second
time I played through the way I wanted to play through it. Honestly, it took me half the first playthrough to get what was
happening. I cannot wait for the next installments.

Also, I never play these types of games, but the idea of a community college choice oriented super hero game attracted me to
this game. If you are debating getting this game because you are interested, give it a shot, it's worth it.

I'll also say this, some decisions you make do not change the outcome of specific events, but there are choices that influence the
majority of game play. I hated my first gameplay and I played again with a new idea behind my super hero and did a 180 flip
with my character and he's at a place where my first character was not even REMOTELY close to. It's very reminiscent of those
old novels that you would make a choice and go to "page ___ to continue."

TL;DR: It's fun. Don't deny it because its text based. It isn't completed, its a series similar to most episodic video games. Give it
a shot, it's cheap, worth the money, go for it!. God, Okay, This is probably the best game I have played ever since Castle
Crashers, it's the most fun, and I got it Yesterday. The only thing that I sort of want out of this is trading cards for steam where
YOU can collect the Pow Cards to level yourself up on steam and get badges! That would be so cool! but alass I must wait, but
other than that, there's really nothing I can ask for except *cough multiplayer cough* but anyways the soundtrack is amazing and
I love everything about this game

10\/10 would Shannon again. After several tries I failed to pass even the first level. Buy I like this game anyway. I will try again
later xDDD

Slave Master: The Game Next Game:
I was planning on a Hungarian Translation, and Knowledge Warrior. But I am thinking I will skip priority to a new Comedic
Satire, "Infidel Warrior.". Up to 80% off in the Golden Week Sales!:
In celebration for the new Era "Reiwa" in Japan, we are taking part in the Golden Week Sale on Steam!
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We have up to 80% off the Playism Catalog, so dive in now while sales last!

Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. 0.7.1.00 patch notes:
After the 0.7.0.00 release I had plenty of bug reports to keep me busy. I of course sat on the more nasty bug reports for as long
as I could because those are irritating and take longer to diagnose. I'm glad to say some of them were fixed in 0.7.1.00 but since
these bugs always take longer to find I do enjoy taking a little extra time to add some features with the fixes.

Thus, 0.7.1.00 is a slightly fun patch. Here's the notes:

A lot Of the ingame UI now scales with a new setting value. Note that this is a first pass at UI scaling so it is only the
elements deemed to be the best combination of important and easy to code. Also it isn't any sort of crazy fancy scaling
algorithm, so if you make the UI too big and everything looks fuzzy and goes off the edge of the screen then your
warranty is immediately void and we are sending our Pakistani friend to come collect your kidneys.

We've removed the autosave button from the settings. It wasn't doing anything because we removed that feature with the
save overhaul so the button was just confusing people and making us rage. Autosave has been replaced by a guaranteed
write to disk that ALWAYS happens when you dock, we just optimized it to be so fast you don't notice anymore.

That damn loading animation better not ever crash now

Seriously, there are 2 patch notes because I've added 2 full systems of checks to guarantee the loading animation can't
crash because you moved the mouse to another screen or something stupid like that. Stupid loading screen.

added a fancy check which attempts to ensure that your game is using a real video card and not defaulting to integrated
when both are available
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added a fancy visual indication to the main menu that indicates when you might expect issues based on your GPU

In other words, your game will warn you if your GPU setup is doing something funky. The game still can't switch GPU
because that's kinda extremely hard to do in our framework....if you know how to code such a thing in monogame I
guess tell us please?

fixed a bug with taxi quests where rejecting the quest was still opening the map to show you where the passenger wanted
to go

added the ability for arbitrary crew members to force station interior simulations to keep running when the player isn't
around

taxi crew should now keep station interior simulations running so that they won't get stuck if you leave the station before
they can board your ship

fixed a bug where taxi quests were breaking after giving you the reward leading them to finish with an error
message...I'm pretty sure they did finish properly though

rewrote log data items to load their contents based on a search parameter instead of a hard coded link so that text data
included in the captain's log can come from steam workshop items

changed the default icon for log entries

the flotilla creation process now checks ship inventory for custom log files and copies those files to the output directory.
Please include these files with your mod upload if you want players to be able to read the lore you have written and
placed inside your ship

added a fancy system for the player to enter their own log data files into ship inventory. If you are in the sandbox arena
with debug mode on, click your captain's log and you will get a file selection dialogue. Any text file you select should be
converted to a data log and moved to your game's data folder. Now...this will probably fail if your computer has strange
issues with file permissions like that one guy on skype who's computer is a problematic mystery to everyone. Ah who am
I kidding, you guys will find every single way this can possibly be broken and I'll be fixing it all next week. I hope you're
happy, because you can use this to add custom lore text data files to any flotilla and it will interact properly with the
captain's permanent log storage in singleplayer. If you're looking to crash the game I suggest strange character encodings
or text files in chinese as a good place to start

fixed a bug where placing shields in the top left pixel of a design caused the editor to crash

you can now use the mouse scroll wheel on scrollable menu items like the load save list from the main menu

added a new module type - missile warhead converters. An active module which changes the warhead on all nearby
missiles when activated. This one is only half-in as the warhead types are still a work in progress, however this is the
finished solution to our planned framework for allowing different ordinance types to be unlocked by the player.

forced preloading on 2 map sectors in the red zone which should have always preloaded. If you got a waypoint that was
hilariously far away it's because the quest failed to find the items in one of these sectors due to the sector not preloading.
Sorry bout that.

you can now create a new profile from any workshop flotillas you have installed. I heard someone had asked for this so I
did it like...last night. It cycles through every ship in every flotilla which means you can have duplicates, that's not my
fault as it depends on the mod contents. If this feature is controversial I can revise it in the future to require mod makers
to flag their creations for participation but I suspect it may not be an issue.

reduced the quantity of stations destroyed to complete the blockade breaking quest by half
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and finally, the most important patch note: I found and hopefully fixed a mega-bug relating to the storage of session
contents which has been harassing me for years. This bug has very complex implications which is why it was hard to find
and hard to be certain how fixed it currently is, but a few days of theorycrafting leads me to believe it could have caused
empty sectors, duplicated sectors, duplicated characters, zombie ships, and all manner of AI bugs. It was triggered by
approaching a sector until you were close enough for it to load, and then not entering it, flying away until it unloaded,
and then repeating the process one time for each horrible curse you wanted to inflict upon your simulation. I will be
carefully monitoring the results of my fix.

. Big Buck Hunter® & Whoa Nellie! Just Released!:
Big Buck Hunter® Pro & Whoa Nellie! Big Juicy Melons™ have just been released for Steam, iOS, & Google Play! 
https://youtu.be/tGsXvkp808M
. Save 25% During the Steam Halloween Sale:
Don't yet own The Eyes of Ara? Now's the time to pick it up for 25% off during the Steam Halloween Sale... plus jump in now
to play the new Haunted Halloween bonus content before it vanishes again until next year!. Are you a content creator?:
If you're a YouTuber or twitch streamer and looking to get an a copy of the Extremely early access alpha please message me on
discord or DM me on Twitter so we can see about getting you a gamejolt or steam key :)

Twitter is @VelsinaGames
Discord is: https://discord.gg/ezNXCxb (follow tester Instructions in announcements). Announcing Zoom Player v14:

Version 14 released a content pack.. Update Version 1.3.2-1864:
Happy New Year all fishermen. A new update version 1.3.2-1864 is up.

In this update we fixed stacking crab pots on Svalbard, now they snap to the grid when you stacking them. We also did a few
other fixes.

Changelog:

Fixed issue with mission cargo not getting converted to normal cargo if you fail mission

Fixed rare issue with red lines on map after fast travel

Improved AI boats even more

King Crab DLC

Improved stacking of pots on Svalbard, should now snap to grid when placing

. Dungeons & Darkness Ver3, Large Update is coming!:
Hi all

We will be updating Dungeons & Darkness soon with a large amount of content. You can find the details of the upcoming
update below:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/479990

Major changes for the next update:. Blender Games Bundle's! ;):
Hello dear players! Today we have prepared for you bundles for all of our product's, so that you can appreciate more of our
games)

 Blender Games Bundle - If you have one or several of our games, you can purchase the "Blender Games Bundle" with a higher
discount!)
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/479990
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/3277/Blender_Games_Bundle/


 

 Blender Games Bundle for gifts - You can buy a gift for your friends "Blender Games Bundle for gifts" with a good discount!)

We hope you enjoy it!) Have a nice day)
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